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Abstract
As left Szilard languages form a subclass of simple deterministic languages
and even a subclass of super-deterministic languages, we know that their
equivalence problem is decidable. In this note we show that their emptiness
of intersection problem is undecidable. The proof follows the lines of the
correponding proof for simple deterministic languages, but some technical
tricks are needed. This result sharpens the borderline between decidable and
undecidable problems in formal language theory.
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1 Introduction
Let G = (N,T, P, S) be a context-free grammar where N is the alphabet of non-
terminals, T is the alphabet of terminals, P is the set of productions, and S is
the start symbol. Suppose that each production in P has the form A→ aα where
a ∈ T and α ∈ N∗. Now, if A → aα and B → aβ in P always implies A = B
and α = β (that is, the right hand sides start with unique terminals), we say that
the grammar is a left Szilard grammar and the language generated is a left Szilard
language [5]. Left Szilard languages are also known as very simple languages [6].
As left Szilard languages are simple deterministic languages (in the sense of Ko-
renjak and Hoproft [4]) and super-deterministic languages (in the sense of Greibach
and Friedman [1]), their equivalence problem is decidable. On the other hand
”L = L1?” is undecidable for a context-free language L and a left Szilard language
L1, since there are unbounded left Szilard languages, which makes the problem
undecidable [3, 1].
An instance of Post correspondence problem (PCP) consists of two lists of words
(w1, w2, . . . , wn) and (y1, y2, . . . , yn) over an alphabet Σ. A solution is a non-empty
sequence of indices i1, . . . , ik such that wi1 . . . wik = yi1 . . . yik . It is undecidable
whether such a solution exists or not for a given instance of PCP [2].




The standard procedure to start considering undecidability problems for formal
languages is to reduce PCP to the emptiness of intersection problem for context-
free languages. This reduction is possible also for simple deterministic languages
[4] and for super-deterministic languages [1]. This note shows that the reduction is
possible also to the emptiness of intersection problem for the left Szilard languages.
2 The result
Consider an instance of PCP with lists (w1, w2, . . . , wn) and (y1, y2, . . . , yn) over
an alphabet Σ. The text book proof (see, e.g., [2]) for the undecidability of the
empiness of intersection problem for context-free languages uses grammars with
productions A → w1Aa1 | · · · | wnAan | w1a1 | · · · | wnan and B → y1Ba1 |
· · · | ynBan | y1a1 | · · · | ynan, where ai’s are the unique labels of the words in
the w-list and y-list. In order to transform the productions into the correct left
Szilard form, we first change the places of wi’s and ai’s (resp. yi’s and ai’s), so
that the unique indices can be interpreted as the unique terminals required to be in
the begining of the right hand sides of the productions in a left Szilard grammar.
Simultaneously, we take the mirror image of each wi (resp. yi) in order to keep the
letters in the correct order in the resulting sentence (from right to left). Hence,
if A → wi1 . . . wikAai (resp. B → yi1 . . . yikBai) is a production in the original
grammar, we change it to be A → aiAwik . . . wi1 (resp. B → aiB → yik . . . yi1),
or by using the standard notation for mirror image, we change A → wiAai (resp.
B → yiAai) to be A→ aiAw−1i (resp. B → aiBy
−1
i ).
Both the set of A-productions and the set of B-productions constructed above
contain now exactly two productions with their right hand sides starting with each
of the indices ai. The productions of the form A → aiwi (resp. B → aiyi) are
applied only once (as the last production) in each derivation resulting a terminal
word. Therefore, we can replace each production A→ aiwi (resp. B → aiyi) by a
production A→ δiw−1i (resp. B → δiy
−1
i ) where δi’s are new terminal symbols over
an alphabet ∆. Notice that mirror images are needed also in these productions.
Moreover, for each symbol x in Σ, we add X, where X is a new symbol, to the
set of nonterminals and the production X → x to the set of productions. Each
x ∈ Σ in the productions so far produced is replaced with X. All the productions
are now of the required form with unique terminals in the beginning of their right
hand sides.
Next we formally define the left Szilard grammars to which a given instance
of PCP is reduced. Let the instance consist of the lists W = (w1, . . . , wn) and
Y = (y1, . . . , yn) over Σ. Define a left Szilard grammar GW as ({A} ∪XΣ,Σ ∪ I ∪
∆, PW , A) where XΣ = {Xai | ai ∈ Σ}, I = {ai | i = 1, . . . , n}, ∆ = {δi | i =
1, . . . , n} and PW contains the productions A→ aiAw−1i and A→ δiw
−1
i , for each
wi in the list W , and the production Xai → ai, for each ai ∈ Σ. Similarly, define a
left Szilard grammar GY as ({B} ∪XΣ,Σ ∪ I ∪∆, PY , B) where XΣ, I, and ∆ are
as in GW , and PY contains the productions B → aiBy−1i and B → δiy
−1
i , for each
yi in the list Y , and the production Xai → ai, for each ai ∈ Σ.
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If the PCP instance has a solution i1, . . . , ik, we have wi1 . . . wik = yi1 . . . yik .
Clearly, this happens if and only if the intersection L(GW ) ∩ L(GY ) contains the
word ai1 . . . aik−1δikw
−1
ik
. . . w−1i1 = ai1 . . . aik−1δiky
−1
ik
. . . y−1i1 .
We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The emptiness of intersection problem is undecidable for left Szilard
languages.
We end this chapter by an example of the above construction. Let the lists
W = (a, abaaa, ab) and Y = (aaa, ab, b) form an instance of PCP. The words in the
lists contain letters a and b; hence, we have Σ = {a, b}. The sequence of indices 2−
1−1−3 is a solution for this instance and the common string corresponding to these
indices is aba6b. The corresponding left Szilard grammar GW has the productions
A → 1AXa, A → 1δXa, A → 2AXaXaXaXbXa, A → 2δXaXaXaXbXa, A →
3AXbXa, A→ 3δXbXa, Xa → a, and Xb → b. Similarly, the left Szilard grammar
GY has the productions B → 1BXaXaXa, B → 1δXaXaXa, B → 2BXbXa,
B → 2δXbXa, B → 3BXb, B → 3δXb, Xa → a, and Xb → b.
The word corresponding to 2 − 1 − 1 − 3 can be generated in GW and GY as
follows:
A⇒ 2AX3aXbXa ⇒ 21AX4aXbXa ⇒ 211AX5aXbXa
⇒ 2113δXbX6aXbbXa ⇒+ 2113δba6ba
and
B ⇒ 2BXbXa ⇒ 21BX3aXbXa ⇒ 211BX6aXbXa
⇒ 2113δXbX6aXbXa ⇒+ 2113δba6ba.
3 Discussion
The emptiness of intersection problem for context-free languages is the basic un-
decidable problem in formal language theory, as in most treatments it transmits
the undecidability of Turing machine computations to language theory. A natural
question then is to find the simplest class of languages for which this transmission
is possible. Previously, the classes of simple deterministic languages and super-
deterministic languages have been known to be enough for the reduction. This
note shows that the structure of PCP can be presented even in the terms of left
Szilard languages.
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